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In this work we have carried outab initio electronic structure calculations, CASSCF/CASPT2 with
the Pople’s 6-311G~2d! basis set on the ground singlet potential energy surface (11A8 PES)
involved in the title reaction. Transition states, minima and one 11A8/2 1A8 surface crossing have




1). Approximately 1250ab initio points have been used to
derive an analytical PES which fits most of the stationary points, with a global root-mean-square
deviation of 1.12 kcal/mol. A quasiclassical trajectory study at several temperatures~300–1500 K!
was performed to determine thermal rate constants, vibrational and rovibrational distributions and
angular distributions. The dynamics of this barrierless reaction presents a predominant reaction
pathway~96% at 300 K! with very short-lived collision complexes around the NNO minimum,
which originate backward scattering and a similar fraction of vibrational and translational energy
distributed into products. At higher temperatures other reaction pathways involving NON structures
become increasingly important as well as the N-exchange reaction~3.02% of the branching ratio at
1500 K!, this latter in accord with experimental data. It is concluded that the physical electronic
quenching of N(2D) by NO should be negligible against all possible N(2D)1NO reaction channels.
















The nitrous oxide molecule plays an important role
both combustion and atmospheric processes, participa
also in the stratospheric ozone cycle. Among the main th
processes of dissociation of this molecule,
N2O~X
1S1!
→O~1D !1N2~X 1Sg1!, D rH0 K0 583.92 kcal mol21,
~1!
→N~2D !1NO~X 2P!, D rH0 K0 5168.52 kcal mol21,
~2!
→O~3P!1N2~X 1Sg1!, D rH0 K0 538.55 kcal mol21,
~3!
the first one constitutes an additional source of the highly
reactive first excited electronic state of the oxygen atom p
duced by photodecomposition at heights above 25 km
for wavelengths below 220 nm in the stratosphere.1 ~The gas
phase standard reaction enthalpies at 0 K for all react
were derived from the experimental data of Ref. 2.! The
main source of this electronic state is the ozone photodi
ciation in the 200–300 nm wavelength region. The first ph
todissociation process~1! has been used at the laboratory
a standard source of O(1D) atoms for the study of severa
bimolecular reactions.3–5 The dissociation of the N2O mol-
ecule in its ground electronic state can also take pl










through the spin forbidden process~3!. Regarding the corre-
sponding bimolecular processes, abundant theoretical6,7 and
experimental8,9 data are available on the electronic quenc





0 5245.37 kcal mol21, ~4!





0 575.01 kcal mol21, ~5!
and also on its reverse reaction.10,11 However, theoretical
studies of the N(2D)1NO(X 2P) reactions are nonexisten
to our knowledge; only several experimental kinetic stud
are available dealing with the thermal rate constant
the total removal of N(2D) by NO at 300 K, whose value
ranges from (3.560.3)310211,12 to (8.360.3)310211
cm3 molecule21 s21.13
There are several processes energetically accessib
room temperature for a N(2D)1NO(X 2P) collision




























































10984 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 González, Valero, and SayósN~2D !1NO~X 2P!
→N~2D !1N8O~X 2P!, D rH0 K0 50 kcal mol21, ~6!
→O~1S!1N2~X 1Sg1!, D rH0 K0 5233.35 kcal mol21,
~7!
→O~1D !1N2~X 1Sg1!, D rH0 K0 5284.60 kcal mol21,
~8!
→O~3P!1N2~X 1Sg1!, D rH0 K0 52129.97 kcal mol21,
~9!
→N~4S!1NO~X 2P!, D rH0 K0 5254.96 kcal mol21.
~10!
The first one~6! includes both the inelastic/elastic process
~6a! and the N-exchange reaction~6b!. The processes~7!, ~8!
and~9! correspond to the reaction of formation of a N2 mol-
ecule along with the atomic oxygen in a fundamental or
cited state. From the total of 20 potential energy surfa
~PESs! which adiabatically correlate with reactants inCs
symmetry @i.e., 5(1A8), 5(1A9), 5(3A8) and 5(3A9)], 14,15
only one ~i.e., 1A8), 5 @i.e., 3(1A8) and 2(1A9)] and one
~i.e., 3A9) PESs correlate with products for reactions~7!, ~8!
and ~9!, respectively. Moreover, the lowest1A8 PES also
correlates with a ground state N2O (X
1S1) molecule. The
physical electronic quenching process~10! implies at least
nonadiabatic transitions between states of different multip
ity ~e.g., 1A8→3A8 or 1A8→5A8), which may only take
place if spin– orbit coupling interaction occurs. In spite
the large number of possible processes, the high efficie
observed for the removal of this excited nitrogen atom@i.e., a
N(2D) atom is removed every two to three collisions wi
NO# provides strong evidence for reaction rather than ph
cal quenching.15 Furthermore, the existence of five adiaba
PESs involved in reaction~8! suggests that this exotherm
reaction should furnish an important amount to the N(2D)
total removal rate constant.
There is no theoretical information about all the regio
of the lowest1A8 PES, which would be necessary in a fir
approximation to the study of reaction~8!. Nevertheless, the
NNO molecule has been extensively studied both experim
tally and theoretically, this information also being of re
evance for the reaction of concern. The experimental vib
tional energy levels up to 8000 cm21 were measured in 195
by Herzberg and Herzberg.16 The vibrational spectrum below
8200 cm21 was later studied by means of Fourier transfo
spectrometry17,18 and more recently vibrational bands in th
visible and near infrared were determined between 6500
11000 cm21 by this same technique and between 11700
15000 cm21 by intracavity absorption spectroscopy.19 Stud-
ies of vibrational and rotational bands including isotopic su
stitution in more limited regions of the spectrum are repor
by several authors.20–22 This wealth of data has made fe
sible the construction of model force fields to provide pote
tial surfaces for the N2O molecule. Thus, the first quarti
force field was derived employing standard perturbat
theory.23 Sextic force fields determined by several auth

















been based on the construction of effective rovibratio
Hamiltonians to account for the resonant interactions in
molecule.28
Referring to the theoretical studies, there are reports
the literature of severalab initio force fields for the N2O
molecule. In particular, quartic force fields at the SCF a
CISD levels of theory29 and at the CCSD~T! level30 have
been reported. The influence of the reference structure on
accuracy of the force field has been systematically explo
at the SCF, CCD, and CCSD~T! levels, thus deriving also
quartic force fields.31 More recently, SCF and CCSD~T! sex-
tic force fields have also been determined.32,33 Studies of
potential energy surfaces covering more extensive region
the configuration space and excited electronic states
exist.34–39 Peyerimhoff and Buenker performed an analy
of several electronic states characterizing also a linear N
(1Sg
1) minimum in the ground PES.34 This minimum has
also been located more recently.35–37 A cyclic NON
C2v-symmetric minimum has also been located on
ground PES of the system.35–38 It is suggested to be an in
termediate in the decomposition of the O(N3)2
36 and
N4O
39,40 azides, in which the final product is linear N2O
(X 1S1). The more comprehensive analysis of the system
date was performed at a MCSCF level by Hopper14 including
about 30 N2O electronic states, locating also the cyc
C2v-symmetric (
1A1) minimum. Potential surfaces aimed
the study of the photodissociation of the molecule throu
reaction~1! and its predissociation through reaction~3! have
been constructed9,41–43covering only that portion of the sur
faces connecting with these dissociation channels.
Our goal in the present study is to provide an accur
PES for the study of the reaction of electronically excit
nitrogen atom N(2D) with the NO molecule@i.e., reaction
~8!# through the lowest1A8 PES which correlates with the
N2O molecule. It is thought that this reaction channel cou
account for an important part of the reactivity of the syste
In Sec. I a presentation of theab initio methodology
employed as well as of the stationary points obtained on
PES1A8 is given. In Sec. II we provide a description of th
analytical fit of theab initio information and a detailed char
acterization of the PES obtained. In Sec. III we presen
preliminary quasiclassical trajectory study~QCT! on the ki-
netics and dynamics of this reaction at 300 K and also
other higher temperatures. Finally, in Sec. IV we summar
the concluding remarks.
II. AB INITIO STUDY OF THE GROUND SINGLET PES
A. Computational procedure
The calculations presented in this work have been p
formed with theGAUSSIAN 9844 andMOLCAS 4.145 packages of
electronic structure calculations. The complete active sp
self-consistent field method~CASSCF!46,47 was employed
throughout this study, always choosing the lowest sing
root in Cs symmetry, which correlates with theX
1S1 elec-
tronic state of the N2O molecule~linear in its equilibrium
geometry! and more generally with the 11A8 electronic state
~in bent geometries!. The location of the stationary poin
geometries on the ground1A8 PES was achieved by optimi

















CASSCF/6-311G~2d! 128.23 1.1609 1878.0 16.252 1.8231022 1.6753 5.3531026
CASPT2/6-311G~2d! 140.73 1.1598 1857.9 13.303 1.713 022 1.6785 5.4831026




CASSCF/6-311G~2d! 210.36 1.1056 2334.6 13.674 1.6531022 1.9697 5.6131026
CASPT2/6-311G~2d! 212.55 1.1034 2316.7 14.075 1.7331022 1.9776 5.7631026






CASSCF/6-311G~2d! 66.00 51.51 296.61 295.96
CASPT2/6-311G~2d! 62.07 48.65 285.24 284.58
Experimentalc 54.96 45.37 285.48 284.83
aActive spaces inab initio calculations: CAS~11,8! and CAS~10,8! for NO and N2, respectively.
bMasses of the most abundant isotopes are used:14N and16O.
cReferences 53 and 54. Spectroscopic constants for NO(X 2P1/2).
dExoergicity of reaction~8! with (AD0) and without (DDe) zero-point energy corrections~i.e., includingve
andvexe). The lowest spin–orbit states@i.e., NO(X
2P1/2),N(
2D5/2) and O(



















































zation searches of both minima~MINs! and transition states
~TSs! employing analytic gradients. Full characterization
them was performed by calculating the numerical Hess
matrix at the optimal geometries. Calculations at the seco
order of perturbation theory based on a zeroth-or
CASSCF wave function~CASPT2 method! using the G2
variant as implemented inMOLCAS 4.148 were applied to re-
fine the stationary points obtained at the CASSCF level
to generate grids of points covering all the relevant portio
of the PES. Altogether about 1129 points were calculate
this way, distributed in 822 points for the NNO nuclear a
rangement and 307 for the NON one~see below!. Although
most of them are concentrated near the stationary points
asymptotes have also been widely explored to provid
good description of the PES around the minimum ene
path ~MEP!.
The full-valence active space of the NNO system h
been used throughout this study, i.e., all the atomic 2s and
2p electrons are distributed among the corresponding
rived bonding and antibonding MOs. This complete act
space ~CAS!, comprising 16 electrons in 12 orbita
@CAS~16,12!#, generates 35793 configuration state functio
~CSFs! for the 11A8 electronic state. The CASPT2 calcul
tions based on this CASSCF wave function have been
formed keeping the three atomic 1s core orbitals frozen. The
standard Cartesian 6-311G~2d! basis set of Pople an
co-workers49,50 comprising 25 basis functions per atom h
been employed in all the calculations. This basis set w
obtained from the extensible computational chemistry en
ronment basis set database, version 1.0, as developed
distributed by the Molecular Science Computing Facility51
Recent calculations on the ground and the first excited e
tronic states of thecis- andtrans-NO dimers have shown tha
this basis set and method are accurately enough to furnis
accurate description on even more complex systems as c























The ab initio results obtained for reactants and produ
and the exoergicity of reaction~8! are presented in Table I
The geometries of the diatomic N2 and NO molecules were
fully optimized at both CASSCF and CASPT2 levels. Spe
troscopic constants~i.e., ve ,vexe ,ae ,Be ,De) were derived
from an analytical fit of a grid ofab initio points~i.e., 65 for






i D e2a1~R2Re!, ~11!
whereRe andDe are the equilibrium bond length and diss
ciation energy of each diatomic molecule, respectively, a
ai are adjustable parameters. It is remarkable that the
crease in accuracy of the dissociation energy of the diatom
as well as their equilibrium geometries when the correlat
energy is added. The tendency is not so clear when con
ering the harmonic frequencies, which are closer to exp
ment at the CASSCF level, although the agreement is ra
good in both cases. In spite of the overestimate of the ato
excitation energies and the underestimate of the dissocia
energies, most important in the construction of an analyt
PES to be used for kinetics and dynamics studies is the v
good prediction of the exoergicity of reaction, whose val
lies within 0.25 kcal mol21 of the experimental value, prob
ably because of a compensation of errors.
The geometries, frequencies and energies relative to
actants, N(2D)1NO (X 2P), for all the stationary points
characterized at the CASSCF level, as well as the CASP
results derived from local fits to grids of points calculat
around the CASSCF structures are given in Table II. T
local fits were performed by means of theSURVIBTM code of
molecular rovibrational analysis55 with the exception of the





















MIN 2 ~NNO! 2163.57 1.1343 1.1931 180.0 2256.9 1280.7 596.1
2170.10 1.1355 1.1947 180.0 2223.7 1269.6 589.5
TS2 295.48 1.1046 2.1331 180.0 2337.7 226.7i 119.5
288.20
C2v ,D`h
MIN 5 250.83 2.4076 1.2038 180.0 1730.8 1107.0 463.3
262.71 2.4256 1.2128 180.0 1695.7 1056.4 434.4
MIN 6 233.44 1.8346 1.3349 86.8 1132.4 426.2 968.3
246.72 1.7416 1.3547 80.0 1104.8 187.0 890.8
MIN 7 296.04 1.1891 1.5651 44.7 1769.9 706.2 271.9
2103.45 1.2054 1.5487 45.3 1731.0 757.2 303.2
MIN 8 296.23
285.89 1.1061 2.9785 21.4 2010.3 46.0 299.4
TS 5 223.52 2.2915 1.3215 120.2 956.9 627.1i 1145.6
238.79 2.2650 1.3205 118.1 973.8 570.2i 1117.8
TS 6 232.71 1.7112 1.3622 77.8 1110.0 624.4i 900.1
246.59 1.7950 1.3465 83.6 1117.5 302.7i 939.9
TS 7 285.40 1.1228 1.9719 33.1 2137.2 462.8i 279.7
283.05 1.1176 2.1043 30.8 2025.9 336.8i 286.8
Cs
MIN 1 20.37
21.73 3.2166 1.1597 93.4 1801.7 43.9 12.3
MIN 3 297.02 1.1054 3.1400 168.8 2336.4 38.3 25.8
286.10
MIN 4 20.13 4.2600 3.3370, 1.1606 137.0 1878.9 40.8 32.9
21.58 3.3416 2.6062, 1.1573 120.2 1854.3 141.6 78.8
TS 4 6.02 3.0199 2.0092, 1.1609 143.2 1804.4 145.4 446.8
1.90 3.0965 2.0914, 1.1571 140.8 1825.6 195.7 509.6i
TS 9 285.45 1.1283 1.6025 101.3 1955.2 99.8 741.4i
288.65 1.1452 1.4122 101.4 1856.1 549.9 541.7i
aEnergies are given relative to reactants@i.e., N(2D)1NO]. The first number in each row corresponds to the CASSCF property and the second one
CASPT2 value. In some cases the stationary points were found only at one level~CASSCF or CASPT2!, in which case the energy is reported for the anoth
level at the same geometry. Reactants and products absolute energies are equal to2183.690787 and2184.044083 H, respectively.
bBoth NO distances are reported for NON (Cs) structures.
ca is the/NON angle forC2v , D`h and NON (Cs) structures, or/NNO otherwise.
dMasses of the most abundant isotopes are used:14N and16O. The order of the harmonic frequencies for normal modes is as follows:S1, S1, P(C`v);
Su
1 , Sg
1 , Pu(D`h); A8, A8, A8(Cs) andA1 , A1 , B1(C2v). Frequencies for equal symmetry modes are shown in decreasing order with the ima
























g inordinates expansion in the bond lengths@Simons–Parr–
Finlan ~SPF!,56,57 with RSPF5(R2Re)/R] and a Taylor ex-
pansion in the bond angles were used with several degre
the polynomial, seeking convergence in geometry, ene
and harmonic frequencies. A reexpansion of the poten
energy in a Taylor series of the normal mode vectors aro
the located stationary point was performed, using stand
perturbation theory to determine the spectroscopic consta
The maximum estimated errors of these fits in geome
were about 0.03 Å for the bond lengths, though in most ca
this errors were lower~;0.001 Å!, and 2° for the bending
angles, being in most cases lower than 0.1°. For the abso
energies a typical error of 1023– 1024 kcal/mol was commit-
ted, while the frequencies were subject to an uncerta
lower than 1% in most cases and reaching 6–25% in
worst cases. In Fig. 1 the CASPT2 structures and their r
tive energies within the ground1A8 PES are displayed. In
this figure, several reactive mechanisms can be dis
guished. In the first one, the reacting N(2D) atom can attack













through the deep NNO well and yielding products witho
another stable intermediate structures~route 1!. An inspec-
tion of the CASPT2 points generated in the asymptotes
vealed that no barrier seems to exist neither in the entra
channel nor in the exit channel leading to products. In
second path, the N(2D) atom would attack the O end of th
NO molecule generating structures with the NON connec
ity. In this case, in the entrance channel a van der Waals
minimum ~MIN 4! precedes a transition state~TS 4! with a
barrier with respect to reactants of about 1.90 kcal/mol, c
necting with a linearD`h minimum ~MIN 5!. From this
minimum the oxygen atom can depart keepingC2v symme-
try through a series of minima~i.e., MIN 6, MIN 7 and MIN
8! and transition states~i.e., TS 5, TS 6 and TS 7! until it
dissociates to products, O(1D)1N2 ~route 2!. The link be-
tween these two paths is TS 9, that is basically a stretc
NNO structure which is near an intersection of the two lo
est 1A8 PESs~see below!; a third path would involve an
interchange between these routes through TS 9, beginnin
e
10987J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 N1NO reactionFIG. 1. Energy diagram at the
CASPT2~16, 12!/6-311G~2d! level of
the stationary points located on th
ground 1A8 PES. Energies are given

















m-one route and finishing in the other one to produce fina
O(1D)1N2 ~route 3!.
The electronic configuration for the ground state NN
molecule can be described as (1 – 6s)2(1p)4(7s)2(2p)4 in
C`v symmetry. All the minima in the intermediate zone
the ground1A8 PES ~NNO, MIN 5, MIN 6 and MIN 7!
present closed shell configurations that change into one
other through the corresponding TSs. The stationary po
placed in the entrance and exit zones show a mixing of
ferent reactant and product-like open shell configuratio
which transform gradually into the former closed shell co







routes 1 and 2 is a particular case because of its proximit
the excited 21A8 PES, in which a single excitation to th
first virtual a8 molecular orbital has taken place. Thus,
certain amount of this excited configuration is found in TS
In Table III a survey of the best experimental and pre
ous ab initio geometries and harmonic frequencies of t
NNO molecule is given and compared with the present c
culations. In order to obtain a good estimate of the N2O
properties, a dense grid of about 185ab initio CASPT2
points distributed around the N2O optimal CASSCF structure
were fitted to an analytical expression different to that e

















MCSCF-CI/DZ1dc 71.95 - - - 1.144 1.252 - - -
CCSD~T!/ - - - - 1.1311 1.1874 2285.9 1299.1 604.
ANO@5s4p2d1f#d
MCQDPT~16,12!/ 79.7 - 77.4 - 1.13 1.21 2340 1302 510i
TZDPe
BD~T!/cc-pVTZf - - - - 1.132 1.189 2286 1299 604
CASPT2~16,12!/ 84.85 170.10 81.39 165.98 1.1355 1.1947 2223.7 1269.6 58
6-311G~2d! ~this work!
Experimental
IR datag - - - - 1.1273 1.1851 2282.1 1298.3 596.
Databaseh 87.25 172.50 83.92 168.52 1.1282 1.1842 2223.7 1276.5 58i
aDissociation energies ((D0) includes the zero-point vibrational energy correction! to give O(
1D)1N2 and
N(2D)1NO, respectively.
bMasses of the most abundant isotopes are used:14N and16O. The harmonic frequenciesv i for normal modes
are shown ordered by symmetry:S1, S1, P.
cReference 14.
dReference 33.
eReference 41.De is derived by means of the experimental N2 zero-point energy~ZPE! from Table I.
fReference 38.
gReference 27.
hReference 1. Dissociation energies are derived from theD f ,H0 K
0 values and the experimental vibration



















SCF/Whitten’s basisc 117.59 2.40 1.20 180 - - -
SCF/6-31G~d!d 157.1 2.28 1.14 180 2067 1499 663
MP2/6-311 1G~d!e 66.63 2.684 1.342 180 2398 546 368
CCSD~T!/TZ-ANOf 110.67 2.404 1.202 180 - - -
BD~T!/cc-pVTZg 111.1 2.406 1.203 180 1838 1105 485
CASPT2~16,12!/ 107.64 2.4256 1.2128 180 1695.7 1056.4 434
6-311G~2d! ~this work!
Cyclic NON(1A1 ,MIN 7)
MCSCF/DZh 58.80 1.2 1.6 43.6 - - -
MP2/6-311 1G~d!e 75.72 1.214 1.511 47.4 1636 966 287
CCSD~T!/TZ-ANOf 64.91 1.188 1.536 45.4 - - -
BD~T!/cc-pVTZg 64.4 1.190 1.531 45.7 1779 839 376
CASPT2~16,12!/ 66.65 1.2054 1.5487 45.3 1731.0 757.2 303
6-311G~2d! ~this work!
aRelative energy with respect to the NNO molecule.
bMasses of the most abundant isotopes are used:14N and16O. The harmonic frequenciesv i for normal modes
are shown ordered by symmetry:Su
1, Sg
1 , Pu(D`h) or A1 , A1 , B1(C2v).




gReference 38. Energy with the Brueckner Doubles method with a perturbative correction for triples: B~T!/
aug-cc-pVTZ//BD~T!/cc-pVTZ level.


































ircies were converged with an uncertainty lower than 3
which was estimated with several fittings. A comparison
the results presented in Table III reveals that the CASP
data give a very good overall behavior of these propert
improving significantly the dissociation energies with resp
to previousab initio studies. The energy differences wi
respect to the experimental data are lower than 2.5 kcal/
~i.e., relative errors less than 1.5% or 3% forDe or D0 val-
ues!. Previous theoretical attempts to determine dissocia
energies are relatively scarce and mostly concentrated on
channel ~1! @i.e., O(1D)1N2(X
1Sg
1)] as one can notice
from Table III.
The existence of some of the reported minima has b
noted previously, as explained in the Introduction. Ap
from the N2O molecule, a linear NON minimum was foun
in an old study by Peyerimhoff and Buenker34 and in later






symmetry. In the first work,34 a SCF method with Whitten’s
fixed group Gaussian type basis set59 was employed reaching
an energy lying about 117.59 kcal/mol above the lower N2O
minimum ~its geometry was kept fixed atRe~NO!51.20 Å for
NON, and at Re~NN!51.126 Å and Re~NO!51.191 Å for
N2O). Table IV summarizes the results of all mention
studies and show our results. The present calculations fo
MIN 5 yield a N–O distance of 1.2038 and 1.2128 Å and
relative energy of 112.74 and 107.64 kcal/mol at t
CASSCF and CASPT2 levels, respectively, in very good
cordance with the previous best qualityab initio @i.e.,
CCSD~T!37 and BD(T)38# data.
A cyclic-C2v (












first noticed by Hopper14 in its extensive study of the elec
tronic spectrum of N2O. At the MCSCF level with a basis se
of double-zeta quality, this author found this minimum
presentRe~NN!51.2 Å and Re~NO!51.6 Å equilibrium dis-
tances, which was 58.80 kcal/mol above the N2O molecule.
This minimum corresponds to our reported MIN 7. Mo
recent works have also dealt with this cyclic isomer.36–40 In
Table IV are summarized the most significant previousab
initio data and are compared with our CASPT2 resu
these are in almost quantitative agreement for all proper
with respect to the preceding high levelab initio studies.










2 in C2v symmetry. Full coincidence is found in th





There is littleab initio information on the energy barri
ers among the above-mentioned NNO isomers. Values
about 26 and 53 kcal/mol were reported, respectively~geom-
etries were not indicated! at MP2/6-311 1G~d! level36 for
the cyclic-C2v NON isomer to produce the NNO molecule o
the NON isomer. The calculated CASPT2 energy barriers
14.80 ~TS 9! and 64.66~TS 5! kcal/mol, respectively. The
differences between both studies should be expected
was previously pointed out that the MP2/6-3111 G~d!
method with a frozen core approximation and with a minim
polarized basis set did not allow sufficient variational fre
dom in the calculations to describe properly the energy
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A seam of conical intersection or avoided crossing
tween the fundamental1A8 and the first excited 21A8 sur-
faces has been investigated using a direct algorithm60 as
implemented in theGAUSSIAN 98 code.44 The two states im-
plied were given a weight of 50% in the state-averag
CASSCF wave function. A reduction of the active spa
with respect to the full valence one had to be performed
practical reasons, although at the same time the smalle
tive spaces were designed to include the important chem
of the system in the crossing zone. Two active spaces, C
~8,6! and CAS~10,8!, were considered in the search of th
intersection. In the obtained crossing point, the two poten
surfaces were separated by about only 0.15 and 0.07 k
mol at the state-averaged CASSCF level, respectively
shown in Table V; the geometries were also very close
each other. The dominant electronic configurations co
spond to the RHF N2O closed-shell configuration (1
1A8)
and a single excitation to the first virtual8 orbital (21A8).
However, the ordering of the states is inverted in the po
located with the~8,6! active space. To determine the exte
to which the geometry of the located points depends on
increase in size of the active space, pointwise calculati
with active spaces augmented to include all the 2p electrons
@i.e., CAS~10,9!# and with the full valence active space@i.e.,
CAS ~16,12!# were subsequently done at the optimal point
summary of these results is presented in Table V. One
notice that there is a small increase in the energy gap (DE)
between the potential surfaces whenever one of the a
mented active spaces is used. The point located with
~10,8! active space seems to be closer to the hypothe
~10,9! and ~16,12! crossing points, particularly for this las
one. However, the CASPT2 results obtained with the sma
active spaces should be regarded with caution because o
TABLE V. Location and energetics of the (11A8,2 1A8) surface crossing.a
CAS ~8, 6! CAS ~10, 8! CAS ~16, 12!e
R(NN) (Å) 1.1596 1.1988 -
R(NO) (Å) 1.3614 1.3796 -
/NNO ~deg! 110.9 108.2 -
DE ~kcal/mol!b 0.149 0.934 0.065 1.267 6.226 5.64
1 1A8: Ci ~CSFs!
c 0.936 20.101 0.079 0.894 20.018 0.898
Reference weightd 0.830 0.894 0.913
2 1A8: Ci ~CSFs!
c 0.106 0.914 0.916 20.068 0.917 0.025
Reference weightd 0.871 0.873 0.911
aCalculations at the CASSCF/6-311G~2d! level with different complete ac-
tive spaces@CAS ~e-, orb.!#. The CASPT2 energies are calculated at t
CASSCF optimal geometry.
bEnergy difference between the ground and the first excited1A8 surfaces at
the conical intersection: CASSCF~first value! and CASPT2~second value!.
cCoefficients (C1 , C2) of the two most important CSFs in the CASSC
wave function: CSFs (3a8, 3a9) for CASSCF~8,6!: ~211 220! ~220 220!;
CSFs (5a8, 3a9) for CASSCF~10, 8!: ~22110 220! ~22200 220!.
dWeight of the CASSCF reference function in the total CASPT2 wave fu
tion.






















lesser magnitude of the reference weight and its differ
value for each of the electronic states considered. The en
differences found in this region could reflect the sharp va
tion of the electronic energy with respect to the nuclear
ordinates in the crossing zone. Moreover, a more accu
search of the geometry at the CASPT2 level could mod
slightly the geometry and hence alsoDE values.
The existence of several crossings between the low
singlet and triplet adiabatic potential energy surfaces of
N2O system correlating with N21O(
1D, 3P) have been stud-
ied in several preceding works.14,42,61However, little infor-
mation was reported for the (11A8,21A8) intersection stud-
ied in the present work. Hopper’s work14 allows to locate
this intersection in the regionR~NN!51.13 Å, R~NO!
51.18 Å ~distances not optimized! and /NNO'105° with
DE'6.3 kcal/mol at MCSCF-CI/DZ level. In a recent pape
Jimenoet al.60 found that there was an avoided crossing b
tween these surfaces in the regionR~NN!51.13 Å ~kept
fixed!, R~NO!<1.45 Å ~partially optimized! and /NNO
'87° ~partially optimized!, with DE<11.5 kcal/mol at the
MRCI(10,9)1Q/aug-cc-pVDZ level and 0.02 kcal/mol a
the CASSCF~10,9!/aug-cc-pVDZ level. The latter author
suggest that this avoided crossing can give rise to a sea
conical intersections at other NN separations. Our res
~Table V! are in close agreement with these studies altho
our location of this intersection is more precise. On the ot
hand, the fact that two surfaces of the same symmetry~spin
and space! can cross is in accordance with many stud
found in the literature~see, for example, Refs. 62–63!. The
noncrossing rule applies only to diatomic molecule
whereas for a polyatomic molecule there can exist a seam
onical intersection of dimensionM22, where M is the
number of independent nuclear coordinates for the molec
symmetry considered. Therefore, for the NNO system ke
ing Cs symmetry one hasM53 independent internal coor
dinates and consequently it is feasible to have a o
dimensional seam of conical intersection~i.e., a line!.
However, the algorithm employed here only permits the
cation of the minimum energy point in the line of interse
tion between the two lowest1A8 surfaces. The reduced en
ergy gap between the two electronic states found in
present study seems to point towards a conical intersec
rather than an avoided crossing between the surfaces. H
ever, the dimensionality rules explained above do not gu
antee the surfaces to cross, the crossing being only allo
by them. Further treatment of the problem would imply t
study of the NNO geometries placed on the line of inters
tion, but deeper insight into this question is beyond the sc
of this study.
The very good results obtained for reactants and pr
ucts of reaction~8! along with those for the N2O isomers and
the (11A8,21A8) surface intersection, when compared wi
precedingab initio data and with available experiment
data, point towards the suitability of describing the grou
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An extensive grid ofab initio CASPT2 points~about
1250! of the ground1A8 surface have been fitted to a suitab




















inof the energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates. To
aim, we have used an NN8O Sorbie–Murrell many-body ex
pansion, i.e., one that consists in a sum of one-, two-
three-body terms:64V~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5VN~2D !
~1! "f 1~R1 ,R2 ,R3!1VN8~2D !
~1! "f 2~R1 ,R2 ,R3!
1VO~1D !



























rgywhereV(1), V(2) andV(3), are the one-, two- and three-bod
terms, respectively, andR1 , R2 and R3 represent the NN8,
N8O and NO distances, respectively. As the diatomic m
ecules dissociate in atoms in their ground state@i.e., N(4S)
and O(3P)] but in reactants and products of reaction~8! the
excited atoms are present@i.e., N(2D) and O(1D)], an accu-
rate representation of the PES will be at least two-valu
@i.e., N(4S)1N(4S)1O(1D) and N(2D)1N(4S)1O(3P)
limits#. In order to get a simple analytical form for the PE
we have used a single-valued representation that reprod
properly the two atomic states in the reactants and prod
asymptotes. Thus, the one-body terms consist of produc
the energy of the excited atoms relative to their fundame
states and switching functionsf i , whose values range be
tween 0 and 1,
f i~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5
1
2 F12tanha iSi82 G , i 51, 2, 3, ~13!
whereSi8 are expressed in terms of displacement coordina
(r j5Rj2Rj




0), thereby introducing the correct symmet




bi j8 r j , i 51, 2, 3. ~14!
These one-body terms assure the correct asymptotic li
for reaction~8!. The adjustable parametersa i were partially
optimized in the global fitting of the PES. These switchi
functions do not assure that a unique value of the energ
obtained for all the geometries of the system in which
three atoms are far away from each other, but only for m
of them by using thebi j8 parameters shown in Table V
Nevertheless, this uniqueness is not crucial for the stud
reaction ~8! because the three atomic regions will not
explored at all at the energy conditions defined in the pres
study.
The two-body terms~diatomic potential energy curves!
have been fitted using extended-Rydberg potentials up
fifth order,
V~2!~Ri !52De~ i !S 11 (
j 51
n55
ai j r i
j D e2ai1r i, i 51, 2, 3,
~15!
where r i5Ri2Ri
e , and De( i ) and Ri
e are the dissociation















‘‘ i’’ diatomic molecule, respectively. Sets of 65 and 6
CASPT2 points were generated for the N2 and NO mol-
ecules, respectively, and were fitted by means of a nonlin
least-squares method65 providing excellent results in both
cases@root-mean-square deviation~RMSD! below 0.3 kcal/
mol#. The optimal values of theai j parameters are given in
Table VI.
The three-body term is constructed as the product of
n-order polynomial expressed in terms of theSi coordinates
@as in Eq.~14! for Si8 but now with thebi j parameters shown
in Table VI# and a range functionT(S1 ,S2 ,S3) which can-
cels out the three-body term whenever one atom is separ
from the other two,
VNN8O
~3!
~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5P~S1 ,S2 ,S3!"T~S1 ,S2 ,S3!, ~16!
where
P~S1 ,S2 ,S3!5 (
i , j ,k50





with i, j andk positive integer numbers, and
T~S1 ,S2 ,S3!5)
i 51
3 F12tanhg iSi2 G . ~18!
The number of parameters in the three-body term is
duced owing to the use of the permutational symmetry. Fr
the set of linear$Ci jk% and nonlinear$g i% parameters those
which are associated to odd powers ofS3 ~which is antisym-
metric with respect to the interchange of the nitrogen atom!
are identically zero. The nonzero parameters are determ
by a nonlinear least-squares procedure66 in which the ener-
gies and geometries of a set of CASPT2 points are given
data. The weights of the different points can be varied
order to privilege a certain portion of the information intr
duced into the fit. A global fit of the information obtained o
the NNO and NON zones of the1A8 PES to the three-body
term of the Sorbie–Murrell expansion was performed. T
PES is, in principle, suitable for the study of the dynamics
reaction~8!. The whole set ofab initio points~a total of 814
points within the NNO regions and 307 points with the NO
regions! was fitted to a sixth degree of the polynomial wi
all their weights equal to 1.0 except for the reactants entra
zone. For this one, a weight of 10.0 was given to the poi
located around TS 4 to assure a correct energy barrier, a
weight of 5.0 to the geometries situated in the very entra
N""NO zone, so as to eliminate a spurious TS with an ene
9
270








2.6730 2.1133 1.5 1.5 1.0
bi j8 (Å











N2 3.88769 0.10039 20.91232 22.73055 1.69645
NO 4.14169 0.85873 20.97298 23.70379 2.48770
Three-body term
~ijk! Ci jk (eV"Å
2( i 1 j 1k))
000 20.24433 102 2134.14 022 35.162 104 158.48 240 93.83
100 16.969 030 7.2390 004 103.78 050 1.8731 222 5.9
010 4.8575 012 43.378 500 254.518 032 17.021 204 112.29
200 56.034 400 55.661 410 176.68 014 259.694 150 14.640
110 218.508 310 221.50 320 150.76 600 15.195 1322106.10
020 24.0797 220 223.899 302 2312.04 510 278.309 114 113.15
002 238.106 202 2177.70 230 14.073 420 3.6847 060 21.9621
300 183.29 130 49.853 212 2179.41 402 82.405 042 41.761
210 58.689 112 17.935 140 51.178 330 56.899 024228.755








1.1343 2.0000 2.8996 2.9310 0.0
bi j (Å







































e ofabove reactants that is present in the fitted PES if the wei
in this zone are given a value equal to 1.0. The optimal lin
(N550) and nonlinear (N52) parameters for the fitted PE
as well as the reference structure~partially optimized! are
presented in Table VI. A global RMSD of 1.12 kcal/mol w
obtained, its value being 0.96 kcal/mol for the NNO zo
and 1.48 kcal/mol for the NON zone. This potential surfa
is completelyab initio in nature since agreement with expe
mental data was not looked for. In Table VII all the statio
ary points located are presented. They are also depi
along with their relative energies in Fig. 2.
For the N2O molecule, a comparison between the resu
given in Tables III and VII reveals that the correspondi
N–N and N–O equilibrium distances are about as accurat
both cases@i.e., they are deviated 0.008, 0.010 Å from t
experiment in the local fit~Table II! and 0.005, 0.015 Å in
the global potential surface~Table VII!, respectively#. On the
other hand, the dissociation energies are very alike in b
cases, which was to be expected because of the minor di
ences in the equilibrium geometry. Finally, the fitted P
tends to underestimate slightly the N2O stretching frequen-
cies, giving an almost correct value for the bending mode
addition to the harmonic frequencies, the three first IR ba
of S symmetry were calculated by means of theTRIATOM











brational matrix in a certain basis set. We chose to repre
the vibrational motion in a basis set composed by 12 an
Morse-like basis functions for the NN and NO stretchi
vibrations, respectively, with parametersDe5169.4, 87.8
kcal/mol; ve52194.7, 1316.8 cm
21; and Re51.1329,
1.1990 Å, respectively. For the description of the bend
motion associated, Legendre polynomials to the 74th-or
were employed. The lowest 3500 basis functions were k
for the final diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The resu
ing values, 2151.8, 1254.0 and 1168.9 cm21 for the ~100!,
~010! and ~002! bands, respectively, should be compared
the experimental results, i.e., 2223.8, 1284.9 and 1168.116–18
@normal modes are ordered as:S1~NN str.!, S1~NO str.!,
P~bend!#. Therefore, the two fundamentals and the~002!
band show the same tendency as the harmonic frequen
the bending motion being the best represented by the PE
A comparison can be established between the station
points located in the analytical PES and the original, loca
fitted CASPT2 points~i.e., compare Tables II and VII on th
one hand, and Figs. 1 and 2 on the other!. First, two of the
structures~the points labeled TS 5 and MIN 6! are not re-
produced by the fit. A possible explanation could be given
CASPT2 fits~Table II! in this zone, which indicate a marke
resemblance in both geometry and energy for TS 5, MIN

































MIN 2 ~NNO! 2170.90 1.1326 1.1999 180.0 2216.5 1250.2 589
C2v ,D`h
MIN 5 263.78 2.3237 1.1618 180.0 2041.8 894.1 245
MIN 7 2104.60 1.1558 1.5887 42.7 1745.7 913.7 682
MIN 8 286.31 1.1170 2.7413 23.5 2153.4 168.9 146
TS 6 245.70 1.7843 1.3171 85.3 1254.0 518.6i 1018
TS 7 282.49 1.1100 2.1379 30.1 2174.7 385.6i 410
Cs
MIN 1 20.65 3.3471 1.1590 158.4 1847.7 64.3 23.
MIN 3 287.37 1.1109 2.8191 131.3 2306.8 184.2 103
MIN 4 25.05 3.1981 2.7543, 1.1468 102.1 1855.9 293.4 232
TS 1 20.46 2.8792 1.1554 140.7 1815.6 103.7 94
TS 2 286.34 1.1027 2.3869 150.6 2335.5 122.8 195
TS 3 20.13 3.7490 1.1574 93.6 1852.2 38.1 70.
TS 4 1.91 2.9979 2.1367, 1.1672 129.9 1709.8 201.6 41
TS 9 290.46 1.1347 1.4029 97.6 1986.3 810.2 744
aEnergies are given relative to reactants@i.e., N(2D)1NO].
bBoth NO distances are reported for NON (Cs) structures.
ca is the/NON angle forC2v , D`h and NON (Cs) structures or/NNO otherwise.
dMasses of the most abundant isotopes are used;14N and16O. The order of the harmonic frequencies for norm
modes is as follows:S1, S1, P(C`v); Su
1 , Sg
1 , Pu(D`h); A8, A8, A8(Cs) or A1 , A1 , B1(C2v). Fre-
















major relevance to the dynamics of the system. The ana
cal fit predicts also the existence of a new stationary po
~i.e., TS 1! which is situated in the very entrance N•• O
channel, although it is situated energetically below reacta
The analytical fit shows a tendency to give this TS, and
believe that a more accurate search at the CASPT2 l
would give also this loose structure. With the abov
mentioned exceptions, the stationary points which are c
mon to Figs. 1 and 2 show rather similar geometries a









only reproduced in a qualitative way. However, one m
bear in mind that the local fits presented in Table II ha
their own intrinsic errors, which are more important for th
frequencies than for the other two properties.
A picture of the general aspect of the analytical PES
the zone containing MIN 2~NNO molecule! is provided in
Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows clearly the presence of MIN 4, TS
and MIN 5~linear NON isomer!. The energy contours for the
insertion of the oxygen atom perpendicularly to the N–
bond (C2v symmetry! which reproduce the portion of th-
l
FIG. 2. Energy diagram of the station
ary points located on the analytica
Sorbie–Murrell1A8 PES. Energies are




10993J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 N1NO reactionFIG. 3. Contour diagrams of the analytical1A8 PES at
different /NNO angles. The contours are depicted
increments of 10 kcal/mol and the zero of energy





thePES linking the MIN 5 minimum to products, O(1D)1N2,
are displayed in Fig. 5.
Finally, the zone situated between NNO and MIN 7,
which a crossing between the two first1A8 surfaces has bee
found ~see above!, is more difficult to describe. As a consequence, the structure of TS 9 and its energy barrier are s
ject to some uncertainty, as indicated by the relatively h
errors in geometry and frequencies~see above! even though
the related properties are in accordance for the local and
global fit.in
isFIG. 4. Contour diagrams of the analytical1A8 PES at
different /NON angles. The contours are depicted
increments of 10 kcal/mol and the zero of energy






























































10994 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 González, Valero, and SayósIV. THERMAL RATE CONSTANTS AND REACTION
DYNAMICS
A. Quasiclassical trajectory method
The analyticalab initio ground 1A8 PES constructed
above has been employed to perform a quasiclassical tra
tory ~QCT! study. Thus, theoretical thermal rate consta
were calculated and compared with the available experim
tal data. Also, vibrational and rovibrational distribution
among other reaction properties, were determined and rel
to the microscopic mechanism of reaction. The QCT cal
lations have been carried out by means of a computatio
code developed in our laboratory.68 The accuracy of the nu
merically integrated trajectories was checked according
the energy and angular momentum conservation criteria.
integration step size chosen~i.e., 5310217s) was found to
achieve these conservation requirements for all the ca
lated trajectories. The trajectories were started and finishe
a distance from the atom to the center of mass of the co
sponding diatomic of about 8.0 Å, thus ensuring that
interaction between the fragments was negligible. A sta
ard Monte Carlo sampling69 of the initial conditions follow-
ing a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of both the tran
lational and rovibrational energy (Ttrans5Tvib–rot
5300,500,1000,1500 K) yielded directly the thermal rea
tion cross-sections. Approximate final quantized internal d
tributions @i.e., P(v8) and P(v8,J8)] were obtained from
rotational and vibrational radial action variables70 by a his-
togram method. A total of about 30 000 trajectories forT
5300 K, and 10 000 for the other temperatures, was con
ered sufficient in order to obtain a low statistical deviati
FIG. 5. Contour diagrams of the analytical1A8 PES for the insertion of the
oxygen atom into the N–N bond inC2v symmetry.RO–NN~c.o.m.! represents
the distance to the center of mass of the NN molecule. The contours

















for all the studied properties. In particular, an error low
than 3% was obtained for the total reaction cross-section
reaction~8!.
B. Kinetical properties
As it was indicated in the Introduction, experimental i
formation on the studied reaction is scarce, concerning o
the total N(2D)1NO(X 2P) rate constant at room tempera
ture ~around 300 K!. Thus, a direct comparison between t
calculated and experimental rate constants is not feasible
latter being a possible upper estimate of the rate constan
the reaction~8!. The obtained QCT rate constant was co
rected for a statistical factor of140, which reflects the numbe
of microstates arising from reactants, N(2D)1NO(X 2P),
and the fact that we have considered in a first approxima
that the ground1A8 PES could account for the total reactivit
of the system. In this way a value of (2.630.07)
310212cm3 molecule21 s21 was obtained substantiall
lower than the total experimental rate constant@i.e., from
(3.560.3)310211cm3 molecule21 s21 12 to (8.360.3)
310211cm3 molecule21 s21 ~Ref. 13!#. We have tried to take
into account in some way the reactivity due to the other fo
excited PESs connecting with products ~i.e.,
2 1A8,31A8,11A9,21A9). To this aim, we have calculate
the energies of these states in selected points of an app
mate MEP in the entrance NNO zone of the analyti
ground PES, comprising the TS 1 stationary point. Equa
weighted state-averaged CASSCF~16, 12! wave functions
were constructed separately for the three1A8 PESs and for
the two1A9 PESs, and CASPT2 calculations were perform
on each one of them. The results for the energies with res
to reactants corresponding to the TS 1 geometry are as
lows: 20.40,20.17, 0.07, 0.61 and 0.76 kcal/mol; where
the energy maxima in the MEP are situated at20.34, 0.43,
3.07, 6.13 and 7.01 kcal/mol, with a state ordering 11A8,
2 1A8, 1 1A9, 2 1A9 and 31A8, respectively. Therefore, at
temperature of 300 K one could expect that at least the
first 1A8 PESs, whose barriers are below 1 kcal/mol, wou
contribute significantly to the reactivity. It is doubtfu
whether the next 11A9 PES would be relevant or not in thi
context. However, the MEP on which the calculations a
based corresponds to the 11A8 PES of the system, and th
shift of the geometry and the energy of the TS for ea
excited electronic state has not been investigated by u
different one electron basis sets and the CASPT2 meth
For these reasons, the real barrier could be consider
lower if these effects had been taken into account. In con
sion, the rate constant for reaction~8! could reasonably be
within the range 2.6310212cm3 molecule21 s21 ~only 1 1A8
PES! to 7.9310212cm3 molecule21 s21 ~with 1 1A8,21A8,
1 1A9 PESs, assuming a similar contribution of each PES
the total rate constant!. We note that the latter value is ye
about one fifth of the lowest experimental value reported
the total N(2D)1NO(X 2P) rate constant.12 As stated in the
Introduction, the total experimental rate constant is a sum
the rate constants of every process that can be responsib
the depletion of N(2D). In particular, it is also expected tha
rate constants of reactions~7! and~9!, through their1A8 and
re
in
10995J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 N1NO reactionTABLE VIII. QCT calculated properties on the N(2D)1NO reactiona through the 11A8 PES at several
temperatures.
T ~K!
QCT propertiesb 300 500 1000 1500
bmax(Å):
channel~8! 6.00 5.13 4.59 4.47
channel~6b! 2.70 2.43 3.57 3.29
s r (Å)
channel~8! 12.9260.21 11.0760.30 12.0360.28 11.8960.29
channel~6b! 0.02360.011 0.01060.005 0.2560.04 0.3760.04
k8(10
212 cm3 molecule21 s21)c 2.6360.04 2.9260.08 4.4860.11 6.06 0.12
Branching ratio:
k(6b) /(k(6b)1kr (8)) ~%! 0.18 0.090 2.04 3.02
f /b ratiod 0.36 0.59 0.91 1.08
^Etot& ~kcal/mol!
e 89.2961.08 90.8661.84 94.3263.92 98.7066.00
^ f V8 & 0.4160.20 0.46 0.22 0.4760.24 0.4860.23
^ f R8 & 0.05960.07 0.07460.10 0.1360.16 0.1760.18
^ f T8& 0.5460.20 0.46 0.22 0.4060.23 0.3560.22
Mode of reaction~8!:
route 1 % 96 88 70 53
route 213 ~%! 4 12 30 47
aReaction channels: N(2D)1N8O(X 2P)→N8(2D)1NO(X 2P) ~6b!; →O(1D)1NN8(X 1Sg1) ~8!.
b30000 trajectories calculated at 300 K and 10000 otherwise. Errors show one standard deviation.
cStatistical multiplying factor equal to 1/40~only 1A8 PES! is included in the reportedk8 values. The QCT
values are well reproduced by the analytical fit:k852.98310
215T1.01e297/T cm3 molecule21 s21.
dForward (u8,90°) / backward (u.90°) ratio.
eMean total energy and mean of the energy fractions (E18/Etot) for eachI 8 energy@i.e., vibration (V8), rotation


























of3A9 PESs, respectively, could provide a large extent to
overall rate constant~i.e., k'k71k81k9 , as much lower
values fork6 andk10 are expected!.
Despite the goal of the present work was to study
reaction~8! and not the total N(2D)1NO reaction, an addi-
tional study on the reaction~9! was also begun, and it is now
in progress. As this latter reaction is the most exotherm
process among the N(2D)1NO reaction channels, and wi
have a statistical factor of 3~i.e., 3A9 PES! in the total rate
constant, this could be also important in the totalk value.
Our preliminaryab initio CASSCF/CASPT2 studies, with
the same active space and basis set as for reaction~8!, re-
veals the absence of an energy barrier for this reaction. T
at the CASSCF~16, 12!/6-311G~2d! level an angular TS~har-
monic frequenciesv i51883.6, 146.7 and 209.3i cm
21!, with
R~NN!52.4002 Å, R~NO!51.1563 Å and /NNO'116.0°,
and an energy barrier of 1.90 kcal/mol, was found. Howev
at the CASPT2 level the energy barrier disappears~i.e., E
520.69 kcal/mol at the TS geometry!. This results sugges
the validity of the assumption made by other authors15 that




0 5275.01 kcal mol21, ~19!
whose experimental value is (3.060.8)310211cm3
molecule21 s21 at 300 K,71 and where only the lowest3A9
PES~without an energy barrier! is significant.72 Hence, the
addition ofk9 and also ofk7 ~not studied yet! could account
for the total N(2D)1NO rate constant, as the other physic







as in N(2D)1H2,D2 reactions
73#. A work in progress on the
similar N(2D)1O2 reactions shows also that this latter pr
cess is much less important than the other reac
channels.74 However, Takayanagiet al. have recently in-
voked this kind of process to explain the theoretical resu




77#. Further studies should be needed
clarify this point.
The effect of the temperature on reaction~8! is typical of
reactions without a threshold energy. Reaction cross-sec
increases very little or even decreases~Table VIII! and the
rate constants show only a small increase due to the in
ment of the mean relative velocity of reactants@i.e., k(T)
's r(T)"^v r&T]. However, a significant contribution of th
N-exchange reaction~6b! appears also at higher temper
tures. This behavior seems to be in agreement with the
served experimental results for the isotopically labe
13N(4S, 2D, 2P)1NO reactions at very high kinetic ene
gies. Despite the fact that the N-exchange reaction chann
not observed at room temperature, its branching ratio
creases up to 21% at high energies~although neither the
contribution of each excited N atom nor the kinetic ener
was originally shown!,78,79 which can be compared with th
QCT value of 3.02% at 1500 K~Table VIII!. Nonetheless,
lower QCT branching ratios for this reaction would be o
tained by using the total N(2D)1NO rate constant.
C. Dynamical properties
As refers to the mode of reaction, the existence of s
eral reaction pathways through which the system can evo
along the1A8 PES has been discussed in Sec. III in terms
10996 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 González, Valero, and SayósFIG. 6. QCT properties of reaction~8! at T5300 K: ~a!
N2 vibrational distribution;~b! N2 rovibrational distri-
bution atv855; ~c! opacity function and~d! differential
reaction cross-section for the scattering angleu8. Error












































lethe labeled routes 1, 2 and 3. The existence of a deep po
tial well ~i.e., the stable NNO molecule! could have a strong
effect on the dynamics by means of the formation of shor
long-lived collision complexes. It is known that such col
sion complexes can facilitate the intramolecular energy
distribution and affect the product properties@e.g., the rovi-
brational distributions and differential cross-sections~DCS!#.
On the other hand, though the magnitude of the entra
barriers facilitates an attack of the N(2D) atom to the nitro-
gen side of its counterpart NO molecule, traversing TS 1
heading for the NNO minimum, in some trajectories t
N(2D) atom could attach to the NO oxygen side, overco
ing the TS 4 barrier. Moreover, passage through TS 9, wh
links both routes of reaction, is also possible.
As an aid to classify the different types of trajectories,
estimation of the lifetimest of the collision complexes~i.e.,
an estimation of the time the nuclei spent in close proximit!,
combined with visual inspection~i.e., geometry and potentia
energy evolutions! of samples of reactive trajectories wa
carried out. The analysis for reaction at 300 K indicates t
most of the trajectories~about 95%! pass only through the
NNO minimum spending much less than 0.1 ps~i.e., direct
trajectories! and producing directly products through route
Only about 1% of the trajectories presents longer lifetim
for this route. The rest of trajectories show lifetimes betwe
0.1 and 1.2 ps, evolving through route 2~about 0.5%! and
route 3~about 3.5%!. At higher temperatures there is a si
nificant augment of the routes 2 and 3~see Table VIII!.
Several QCT-derived reaction properties in produ
have also been analyzed and summarized in Table VIII.
mean fraction of the total energy which channels into e
mode of motion in products, i.e., translational (T8), vibra-
tional (V8) and rotational (R8), was computed performing
an average of the ratioEI8/Etot over all reactive trajectories
















ing fractions show the tendency of reaction~8! to produce a
similar percentage of energy channeled into translation
vibration ~although^ f T8&>^ f V8 &), and a low percentage into
rotation, which can be understood considering the evolut
of the most of the trajectories~i.e., route 1!, which form
collision complexes close to colinear NNO structures.
higher temperatures the trajectories can evolve through
attractive regions of the PES~i.e., bent NNO structures! and
the rotational excitation can increase. The comparison
these energy fractions with the QCT values obtained for
similar barrierless N(4S)1NO reaction ~i.e., ^ f T8&50.63,
^ f V8 &50.28 and^ f R8 &50.09 at 300 K
80! shows a reasonabl
behavior, as for this latter reaction~with analogous kinemat-
ics, H1HH, H5heavy) the preferred bent geometries a
the absence of a minimum produce less vibrational and m
rotational excitation. In both reactions, the increase in te
perature~or ET) produces mainly almost constant^ f V8 & frac-
tions, an increase in̂f R8 & and the corresponding reduction
^ f T8&.
QCT vibrational distributions are inverted and peak
v855 at 300 K@Fig. 6~a!# and at higherv8 values for larger
temperatures~e.g.,v859 at 1000 K!, as expected for a re
action with a high exothermicity. All the thermodynamical
accessible vibrational levels are populated. The shoulder
served in the distribution@Fig. 6~a!# at the highest values o
v8 does not seem to correspond to a particular mode of
action. Although the more complex trajectories tend to giv
vibrational distribution where these larger values ofv8 are
more populated than for the average of all the reactive
jectories, they do not account for all the observed increm
in this zone. Besides, it must be noted that the numbe
such trajectories was not sufficient to allow for a reliab
statistics. The rotational distribution for thev855 maximum












































































10997J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 24, 22 December 2000 N1NO reaction525, which would correspond to a Maxwell–Boltzmann d
tribution with a temperature of around 3500 K. Again, t
more complex trajectories yield values ofJ8 somewhat
higher than those corresponding to a distribution peakin
J8525. Both the vibrational and rotational distributions ha
been normalized to unit area such that they actually repre
a probability.
The opacity function and the DCS for the scatteri
angleu8 ~forward for u8,90° and backward foru8.90°)
are presented in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!, respectively, forT
5300 K. In the former it is patent that most trajectori
present low impact parameters, less or equal to half
maximum value of 6.0 Å. This would be in accordance w
a dominant head-on attack which requires low impact par
eters. This main mechanism along with the rather dir
character of most trajectories is in accordance with the p
dominant backward scattering~i.e., rebound mechanism!
with few forward trajectories in the DCS representation. T
mean value of the scattering angle calculated over all tra
tories is around 110°~i.e., shifted to backward angles!. In
particular, the trajectories exploring only the NNO minimu
are slightly shifted towards backward angles, whereas th
reaching the NON structures are more evenly distribu
over all scattering angles. However, we recall that the sm
number of complex trajectories does not allow one to co
to conclusions of statistical significance. On the other ha
the trajectories following route 1 have mainly very short c
lision times (t<0.01 ps), of the same order as the vibr
tional periodstvib ~i.e., 0.015, 0.027 and 0.18 ps for the NN
minimum! but much shorter than the lowest estimated ro
tional periodst rot ~i.e., 1.2 ps at 300 K or 0.62 ps at 1500
calculated as 2pI /^L& with the NNO principal inertia mo-
ments and an average total angular momentum over the
active trajectories!. Hence, most of collision complexes i
route 1 will last only during one vibration but without almo
time for a rotation, which will not produce symmetric
DCSs as QCT result display. At higher temperatures i
observed an increase of the forward/backward ratio but b
t andt rot decrease~i.e., t rot50.62 ps at 1500 K!. Hence, the
symmetrical~almost flat! DCS at 1500 K can be rationalize
in terms of the enhancement of the stripping mechanism w
mainly forward scattering, usually observed when collisi
energies are increased in similar reactions.80
A more extensive study with larger batches of react
trajectories and with different detailed reactants conditio
~i.e., ET ,v,J) is in progress to provide further insight on th
different mechanisms and their extent for this rather com
cated reaction with two parallel reaction channels.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
In this work we present an extensive theoretical study
the N(2D)1NO(X 2P)→O(1D)1N2(X 1Sg1) exothermic
reaction on its lowest1A8 potential energy surface.Ab initio
CASSCF~16,12! and CASPT2~16,12! methods with the stan
dard Cartesian 6-311G~2d! basis set have been used to ch
acterize all stationary points. Thus, several minima and tr
sition states have been found along the different ME





























action is predicted on this lowest PES. Apart from the NN
molecule, two relatively stable NNO isomers, a line
NON(1Sg
1) minimum and a cyclic-C2v(
1A1) minimum,
have been also located. The results are in good agreem
with previous high qualityab initio studies and with some
assumptions made in experimental works, and the ene




The excellent results obtained for reactants and prod
of this reaction~8! as well as for the N2O isomers and the
(1 1A8,21A8) surface crossing in comparison with precedi
ab initio data and with available experimental data, po
towards the suitability of describing the ground1A8 NNO
PES at the CASPT2~16,12!/6-311G~2d! level of theory.
Thus, an analytical PES has been constructed by fitting a
of approximately 1250 points. The goodness of the fit
validated by the small RMSD~i.e., 1.12 kcal/mol! and by the
accurate fitting of allab initio stationary points.
A QCT study of this reaction at several temperatu
~300–1500 K! was also carried out. Reaction cross-sectio
thermal rate constants and energy and angular product d
butions were determined. A comparison of the QCT r
constant~i.e., k8) with the experimental total removal rate o
N(2D) by NO at 300 K~i.e., k!, indicates that the inclusion
of the excited PESs in reaction~8! does not account for the
experimentalk value; possibly, it should also be necessa
the addition of the two rate constants of the parallel N(2D)
1NO(X 2P)→O(1S, 3P)1N2(X 1Sg1) ~7,9! reactions. Our
preliminaryab initio study of the3A9 PES involved in reac-
tion ~9! reports a barrierless MEP and therefore stresses
importance of this parallel reaction. Further calculations
in progress to determine a precisek9 value. Moreover, it is
also concluded that the physical electronic quenching p
cess~10! should be unimportant in these conditions. On t
other hand, at higher temperatures the N-exchange reac
~6! becomes more important~i.e., 3.02% of the branching
ratio at 1500 K! in accord with experimental data; the tot
rate constant would also increase a bit more with this app
tionment.
The dynamics of this reaction at 300 K presents a p
dominant reaction pathway~i.e., 96%! with very short-lived
collision complexes around the NNO minimum. This micr
scopic mechanism with rather direct trajectories produce
similar percentage of energy channeled into vibration~al-
though with an inverted distribution atv855) and transla-
tion, and a low percentage into rotation, with fundamenta
backward scattering~i.e., rebound mechanism!. At higher
temperatures the shift in the reaction attributes shows
expected behavior; also, the reaction pathways involv
NON structures become increasingly important and a lar
statistics~now in progress! should be necessary in order
analyze in more detail the dynamics in these other ene
conditions.
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